PRESIDENT’S STATEMENT (2020)

During the past year, the Executive was only
able to formally meet four times. At these
meetings, the RMGC was represented by its
Chairman. Travel became difficult and we were
not able to physically attend the annual
general meeting of the European Golf
Association. A couple of virtual meetings with
The R&A were held over the year as these
sought to ascertain the momentum, with the
strategic plans for the emerging golf nations,
that was initiated in 2019.

As you would have gathered from the financial
and tournaments’ reports, 2020 has been a
strange year also to our Association. The
cancellation of various tournaments meant
that young Filippa Schulze Doering lost her
possibility to experience The R&A Junior Open.
Our golf to schools’ programme had to be put
on hold because the restrictions, that were in
place, made it unfeasible for the coach to
travel and for the teachers to gather in groups.
Despite pleas from several overseas parents,
we had to cancel the Malta Junior Open and, as
previously mentioned, we had to either
postpone or cancel our normal annual
competitions.

Although we welcomed a third young athlete
to the fold, the Special Olympics initiative also
suffered as the weekly sessions had to be
curtailed. The plan remains to prepare these
golfers for the next world games that are due
to be held in Berlin in 2023.

Our endorsement to send two ambassadors to
The R&A’s Tournament Administrators and
Referees Seminar in St Andrews generated an
embarrassment for to the MGA and the RMGC.
After some difficult weeks, the matter was
finally resolved this year to the satisfaction of
all parties involved. The matter has also served
us the opportunity to examine the way of how
to handle such delicate situations in the future.
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During the year, we introduced the possibility
for the MGA to subsidise the fees for the
induction tuition programme enabling new
ladies to experience the game. This attracted
23 ladies during 2020. The numbers continued
to increase into 2021 and we look forward to
meeting these ladies for a rules session as soon
as conditions allow us to do so. The acid test
will be to understand how many ladies joined
the RMGC as full members.

The roll out of the World Handicap System
enabled Malta to join the world in a common
standard to manage our golf playing
handicaps. We strove to have the software
available for the RMGC to test well ahead of
the new season starting in September 2020 but
COVID again dictated otherwise. This meant
that the RMGC’s handicap and competitions’
secretaries had virtually zero time to get used
to the new provisions before they were
involved with the first qualifying competition
for the season. The system had several hitches
which were solved throughout the following
weeks.
We are still not fully there yet. The WHS
remains very much on national level with the
different countries unable to communicate via
a common hub enabling players’ returns when
playing on different courses abroad to
automatically show in their home club history.
Malta, through the RMGC, has been one of the
first countries within Europe to adopt the
WHS. Indeed, within central Europe six
countries have still not adopted the WHS and

the number increases to seven when
considering the whole continent.
Our gratitude extends to The R&A and Club
Systems for their continuous endeavours to
get the software language working as well as to
Nigel Hall who remained constantly vigilant
throughout all these initial weeks.

Our first few months managing the Junior
Academy have been a happy experience. On
behalf of the MGA Executive, I thank the RMGC
Chairman and his Board members for the trust
placed upon us to manage the programme. We
re-established contact with the UK’s Golf
Foundation and obtained their approval to use
their golf passport to plot the juniors’
development throughout the juniors’
development years in the Academy.
Unfortunately, COVID also restrained the
possibility to introduce the Parents in Golf
programme as provided by the Confederation
of Professional Golf (formerly the PGA’s of
Europe). We look forward to being able to do
this for the next season.
This programme, as that of the Special
Olympics, would not have been possible
without the dedication of Henning. Ahead of
the start of the season, Henning took the
initiative to bring on an assistant professional.
Callum’s help has been invaluable as has the
collaboration of the parents and the handful of
volunteers that have come forward to devote
their time to help regularly.
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Our main challenge going forward remains to attract more locals to take up the game. Out of the 50
or so juniors only a handful are Maltese, and the same few numbers are prevalent within those ladies
that have enrolled in the induction programme.

Finally our thanks to the RMGC Chairman, the RMGC Captain and their respective committees, to The
R&A, the MOC and SportMalta and all those who have helped us throughout the year. My personal
thanks also go to my fellow executive directors for their contribution and involvement. Thank you.
<>
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+21, +17 and +14. This placed her 10th out of
the fifteen girls that participated.

As from early 2020, the effects of the COVID19 pandemic reverberated throughout the
sporting world. The summer Olympics that
were supposed to be held in Tokyo were – for
the first time in the history of the modern
games – postponed for one year. Closer to our
hearts,
the
World
Amateur
Team
Championships that were due to be held in
Singapore as well as The Open were
cancelled.
On home grounds, the spread of the disease,
also disrupted our activities and we had to
cancel the Malta Junior Open for 2020 and
2021 as well as the MGA Generation Cup. The
2020 edition of the MGA Shield was
postponed to early 2021.

Like his sibling, Laurens struggled with his
putting on the first day and returned a score
of +11. He sussed out the pace on his second
day for a +4 round and on the third day he
was three under for the front nine but
faltered on the back to return a +1 for the
day. His overall 16 over par for the
tournament placed him tied 11th out of 55
players.

In July, Laurens and Filippa travelled again this
time to the Colony Golf Club in Gutenhof,
Austria. The tournament was played under
COVID restrictions with spectators controlled
to stay away from the players. Playing to a par
73, the West Course welcomed 50 boys to
play in a 54-hole stroke play competition off
scratch. Laurens’ returns of 79, 74 and 73 to
an aggregate of +7 for the tournament placed
him in 18th place. The tournament was won by
a German boy sporting a +0.4 handicap with a
score of 12 under par.

The normal itinerary for local players to
experience
international
events
also
sputtered due to COVID with only a few
windows of opportunity available in spring
and summer.
Filippa and Laurens travelled to Cyprus to
participate in the CGF’s Junior Open – a 54hole event held at the Elea Golf Club. In her
report, Filippa admits that she struggled on
the fast-putting surfaces returning scores of

Playing on the neighbouring East Course, also
a par 73, Filippa’s first two rounds of 83 and
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91 placed her in an overall position of 21 out
of 27 girls and made her miss the cut. The
girls’ tournament was won by a 0.6 handicap
Austrian girl with a nine over par for 54 holes.

in previous editions, this was the most
consistent score returned by four players over
the six years and augured well for the match
play knockout rounds.

Family Cristina travelled to Ireland in summer
and provided Laya the opportunity to play in
three competitions. Her participation, in the
European Junior Open, placed her first in her
category with a +10 score. This earned Laya
an invitation to play in the final round of the
tournament. Sponsored by SKY TV, the
invitation meant a four-day competition
played over two different courses in Andalusia
Spain all expenses paid. Unfortunately, COVID
took its toll, and this final event was
cancelled.

In the first round, Malta faced Romania and
won the two single matches and halved the
foursomes. In the second round, Malta faced
Poland but could only manage two half
matches from the singles and a loss in the
foursomes. For the fifth year running, this
meant Malta lost the ability to try for gold to
the eventual winner of the tournament.
Bronze was achieved with tightly fought
matches against a young Ukrainian team.

The sixth edition of the EGA’s European Team
Shield was held at the Pravets Golf Course just
outside Sofia in Bulgaria. Composed of JJ,
Laurens, Nicholas and Ruud the boys returned
individual scores of +1, +1, +2 and +2,
respectively, in the qualifying stroke play
round to place the team in first place for the
tournament. Although the team had
registered two better aggregate medal rounds

Laurens’ performance during the ETSC caught
the eye of the organisers and, during the prize
giving event on the last day, he was invited to
stay in the country to participate in the
inaugural Bulgarian Junior Open that was due
to start to be played 72 hours later. Having
communicated with his parents, Laurens
accepted this invitation. His scores of +1, -2
and par for an aggregate of -1 meant that the
position for first place was tied after 54 holes
of play.
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Now on match play mode against home player Lyubomi, both players exchanged a par on the first
par five hole. Laurens made a par on the second, but this was not sufficient as Lyubomi’s putted in
for a birdie. This second place of Laurens in his age category, additionally meant third place overall
considering all age groups. This positive performance was achieved on the day that Laurens’
maternal grandmother passed away and we commend the young man for his endurance given the
circumstances.
Our congratulations extend to all the players for their endeavours. We also extend our thanks to the
Maltese Olympic Committee and SportMalta for their funding support to the MGA.
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